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Abstract- The main goal of image fusion is to combine substantial information from different images of the same scene into 
a single image that is suitable for human and machine perception or for further image-processing tasks. In this study, a 
simple and efficient image fusion approach is applied on the same scene of set of images. Here in this paper two algorithms 
had been tested by taking images of different modality i.e infrared and visual image sets and the images are enhanced to 
remove the noise and blurred effects before fusion. This paper gives a detailed review on two different fusion algorithms 
namely averaging method and DWT based method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the rapid enhancement of sensor technology, 
many surveillance systems have been developed in 
recent years. Infrared sensors, which are useful tools 
because of their individual modalities, have been 
employed in fields that include military surveillance, 
medical imaging, and machine vision. Infrared 
sensors can detect relative alterations in the amount 
of thermal energy replicated from objects in the 
scene. They are thus more effective than visible 
cameras under poor lighting situations. Current 
studies have focused on object detection and tracking 
from infrared images, and infrared sensor-based 
methods have shown good performance [1–4] 
.However, sensors often differ in modalities, 
considering physical and technological limitations. 
The image data assimilated using different sensors 
exhibit diverse modalities, such as degradation and 
thermal and visual characteristics. By combining two 
or more different sensor data sets, a surveillance 
system can perform better than a system that uses 
only a single sensor. This technology is called image 
fusion. Image fusion is delineated as the procedure of 
combining significant information from several 
sensors by means of mathematical procedures to 
create a single composite image that is highly 
widespread and thus extremely beneficial for a 
human operator or in the execution of other computer 
vision tasks. 
In this study, we focus on the fusion process of 
visible and infrared imagery. Visible imagery has 
high resolution and can provide spatial details of the 
scene. Infrared imagery assistances in the detection 
and recognition of heat-based targets under poor 
lighting conditions or in cases in which the target and 
the background are of the same colour [5, 6]. 
Relevant information in both visible and infrared 
images should be preserved in the resulting fused 
images. A surveillance system can benefit from an 
efficient fusion to improve targeting and 
identification performance. Many fusion methods for 
visible and infrared images have been proposed [7, 
8]. However, these techniques often lead to spatial 
distortions in the visible image because of the mixing  

 
of irrelevant infrared information in the non-target 
area of the infrared image. In [8], the experiments on 
visible and infrared images show the contamination 
of the background regions by the infrared 
information. Considering the modalities of visible 
and infrared images, the following three basic 
requirements must be met to achieve a good fusion 
method: 
Infrared targets must be perfectly preserved in fused 
image. 
Spatial detail information from the visible image 
must not contaminate the non-target regions 
belonging to infrared image. 
Fused image should be enhanced to be easily 
understood by the human visual system. 
 
In the current work, basically two fusion algorithm is 
implemented on different sets of images i.e (infrared 
and visual) to meet these requirements. The method is 
aimed at preserving high spatial detail information 
and showing infrared targets clearly in resulting in 
images that are fused. The implemented fusion based 
algorithms are highly appropriate for the image 
fusion of visible and infrared images as it displays 
salient infrared targets and avoids spatial distortion. 
The rest of the portion of this work is organized in 
various sections. Section 2 provides a brief 
introduction on different implemented algorithms. 
Third Section describes in detail about image fusion 
scheme. Fourth Section provides the experimental 
results and comparisons. Section 5 discusses infrared 
target detection. Section 6 presents the conclusions. 
 
II. FUSION BASED ALGORITHMS 
 
Because of the drawback on the focus depth of any 
optical lens, it becomes a challenge to receive or 
record an image containing all relevant objects within 
focus. To handle such type of limitation, a process 
based on multi-focus image fusion is adopted. Such 
technique will provide a better and clearer view to 
machine as well as to human after the image being 
fused. This paper represents two algorithms basically 
is implemented i.e image averaging method and the 
DWT based method to fuse two images. 
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A. Image Averaging Algorithm  
The specified algorithm proposes that the focused 
images regions tend to have presence of higher pixel 
intensity. The proposed algorithm is comparatively 
simpler for obtaining an output image with all the 
required regions in focus. The value of the pixel 
P(i,j)(say) of each image is taken and are added. The 
obtained sum is further divided by 2 for obtaining the 
average. The obtained average value is then assigned 
to the corresponding pixel of the output image as 
derived (1). The steps is then put into loop for 
repetition all pixel values.  
K (i, j) = {X (i, j) + Y (i, j)}/2       (1) 
Where X (i , j) and Y ( i, j) are two input images as 
mentioned in (1). 
 
B. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 
A finite duration oscillatory functions with zero 
average value are known as wavelets [9] consisting of 
finite energy and are appropriate for analysing 
transient signal. The properties of better localization 
and irregularity make such process better equipped 
for analysis of signals consisting of discontinuities. 
Further, using two broad functions, wavelets can be 
viz. the scaling function ‘f(t)’, which is also known as 
father wavelet and the wavelet function which is 
known as mother wavelet ‘(t)’which undergoes 
operation like scaling and translation for providing 
self-similar wavelet families as described by the 
following equation (2). 

 
 (2) 0 <ܽ , (ܴܾ߳ ,ܽ) , ܽ /(ܾ−ݐ)߰ܽ√/ 1 =(ݐ) , 

 
As is studied in literature, it is know that the wavelet 
transform decomposes the image into low-high (L-
H), high-low (H-L), high-high (H-H) spatial 
frequency bands at different scales and the low-low 
(L-L) band at the coarsest scale which is described in 
the later part using fig: 2. The L-L band contains, 
average image information. On the other hand the 
other bands having spatial orientation contain 
directional information. Wavelet coefficients having 
higher absolute values in the high bands correspond 
to salient features like edges or lines [10,11]. The 
image fusion steps performed has been broadly 
discussed in fig. 1.  
 

 
Fig. 1 DWT 

 
There are broadly three reasons, which are 
responsible for processing fusion based tasks in 

wavelets-based approach. The first one is the multi 
scale (multi resolution) approach [3,7] which is well 
suited to manage resolutions for different image. 
Such approach is beneficial for a number of image 
processing applications, which also includes image 
fusion techniques. The second reason is with discrete 
wavelets transform (DWT), which allows the process 
of image decomposition in coefficients of different 
kinds without tampering or changing the basic 
information belonging to the specific information. 
The obtained coefficients belonging to different 
images can be allowed to combine for obtaining the 
new coefficients so as information is collected 
appropriately from the original image. The third 
reason is based on merging of fused image. After the 
merging the coefficients, final fused image is 
achieved through the inverse discrete wavelets 
transform (IDWT) and the coefficients is preserved 
after the merging process is executed. 
 
III. IMPLEMENTED ALGORITHMS ON 
IMAGE FUSION 
 
A.  Image Averaging Method 
CODE 
im1=imread ('1800v.bmp'); 
im2=imread ('1800i.bmp'); 
a=uint8 (im1); 
b=uint8 (im2); 
c= (a+b)/2; 
d=uint8(c); 
Figure, imshow (d); 
 
B. DWT Based Image Fusion 
2-D Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) 
transforms the image from the spatial domain to 
frequency domain In DWT, two channel filter bank is 
used. By applying the 1-D discrete wavelet transform 
(DWT) along the rows of the image first, and then 
along the columns to produce 2-D decomposition of 
image, the wavelet transform moulders the image into 
low-low, low-high, high-low and high-high frequency 
components as shown in figure-2..These four 
components are referred to as approximation, 
horizontal, vertical and diagonal coefficients 
respectively because a low-low frequency component 
contains average information, when compared the 
rest components consist of directional information 
due to presence of spatial resolution. Salient features 
like lines and edges corresponds the presence of 
higher absolute values of wavelet coefficients. 
In DWT based image fusion first dwt is applied to 
source images to obtain wavelet coefficients and 
appropriate fusion rule is used. Finally, inverse dwt is 
applied for reconstruction of final fused image. 
Code: 
%insert  images 
im1=double(imread('1800i.bmp')); 
im2=double(imread('1800v.bmp')); 
subplot(1,2,1);imshow(uint8(im1),[]); 
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subplot(1,2,2);imshow(uint8(im2),[]); 
%image decomposition using discrete stationary 
wavelet transform 
[A1L1,H1L1,V1L1,D1L1]=swt2(im1,1,'sym2'); 
[A2L1,H2L1,V2L1,D2L1]=swt2(im2,1,'sym2'); 
[A1L2,H1L2,V1L2,D1L2]=swt2(A1L1,1,'sym2'); 
[A2L2,H2L2,V2L2,D2L2]=swt2(A2L1,1,'sym2'); 
%fusion at level2 
AfL2=0.5*(A1L2+A2L2); 
D=(abs(H1L2)-abs(H2L2))>=0; 
HfL2=D.*H1L2 +(~D).*H2L2; 
D=(abs(V1L2)-abs(V2L2))>=0; 
VfL2=D.*V1L2 +(~D).*V2L2; 
D=(abs(D1L2)-abs(D2L2))>=0; 
DfL2=D.*D1L2 + (~D).*D2L2; 
% fusion at level 1 
D=(abs(H1L1)-abs(H2L1))>=0; 
HfL1=D.*H1L1 + (~D).*H2L1; 
D=(abs(V1L1)-abs(V2L1))>=0; 
VfL1=D.*V1L1 +(~D).*V2L1; 
D=(abs(D1L1)-abs(D2L1))>=0; 
DfL1=D.*D1L1 + (~D).*D2L1; 
%fused image 
AfL1=iswt2(AfL2,HfL2,VfL2,DfL2,'sym2'); 
imf=iswt2(AfL1,HfL1,VfL1,DfL1,'sym2'); 
imwrite(uint8(imf),'FUSED2NDLEVELIMAGE.png'
); 
image1 = imf; 
image2 = im2; 
figure(1); 
imshow(uint8(image1)); title('Fused  image');  
figure(2); 
imshow(uint8(image2)); title('respectiveinput  
image');     
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Ten sets of visible and infrared   images were chosen 
and the psnr values of images are calculated as per 
the two implemented algorithms and their respective 
psnr value is calculated and is recorded in a table. 
These image sets were chosen because  
(1) The grayscale levels of the visible image are 
abundant and the light objects of the scene are clearly 
distinguishable in the infrared image. 
 (2) The infrared image is corrupted by noise and the 
intensities of targets are low. 
 
Table 1:   Image averaging method with respect to 

visual image and their average PSNR values. 

 

 
 
Table 2 : DWT   Fused Image with respect to 
visual Image and their respective PSNR Values. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
An efficient fusion method for the image fusion of 
infrared and visible images is implemented. The 
method is appropriate for the image fusion of visible 
and infrared images. The infrared targets in the 
natural scene can be clearly distinguished in the 
resulting fused images. The experimental values from 
the table shows that higher the psnr value of the 
fused, with respect to the visual image the higher the 
image is clear and is blurred effect is less. This fusion 
images is applicable in various applications such as 
surveillance and object tracking. Future work will be 
emphasised on implementation of different 
algorithms to get clearer image and ways to track 
certain moving objects effectively. 
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